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Subject: EN71-3 Safety on Children toys
 
 
Further to your request concerning conformity on some of our products according to the 
regulation subject to this letter, we would like to inform you that the normative indicates migration 
and content requirements of some heavy metals and chemical substanc
material consisting the toy, according to exposure ways indicated, whenever the toy is used 
according to expected and to predictably way in consideration of children’s normal behaviour 
and the toy’s function and characteristics.  
 
Furthermore, we would like to remind you that it is the toy’s manufacturer responsibility to test 
the final product as to make sure that it meets the normative requirements, since there may arise 
interactions between the various compon
S.r.l. cannot foresee based on the information in its possess.
 
We hereby confirm that in the products listed below 
based on heavy metals. 
 
TU0573/13, TH0793/00, DT0452/00, TU
TL0099/XX, TH0735/00, TH0784/00, TZ99**/XX, TH
AT9950/XX. 
 
We are wide available should you require any further 
 
 
 
 
In faith 
 
Lorenzo Corticelli 
Regulatory Specialist 
Sherwin-Williams Italy S.r.l.  

 
 
 

                                                 
iThe present declaration is made on the bases of the information received by our suppliers in respect of
normative EN71-3:2002 and our manufacturing process.
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Safety on Children toys 

Further to your request concerning conformity on some of our products according to the 
regulation subject to this letter, we would like to inform you that the normative indicates migration 
and content requirements of some heavy metals and chemical substances from/in the toy or 
material consisting the toy, according to exposure ways indicated, whenever the toy is used 
according to expected and to predictably way in consideration of children’s normal behaviour 
and the toy’s function and characteristics.   

rthermore, we would like to remind you that it is the toy’s manufacturer responsibility to test 
the final product as to make sure that it meets the normative requirements, since there may arise 
interactions between the various components of the final product that Sherwin

cannot foresee based on the information in its possess. 

We hereby confirm that in the products listed below there is no intentionali use of raw material 

452/00, TU0217/13, TH0765/00, TU0271/13, TH
784/00, TZ99**/XX, TH0720/00, DT0424/00, AU

We are wide available should you require any further information. 

 

declaration is made on the bases of the information received by our suppliers in respect of
our manufacturing process. 
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Further to your request concerning conformity on some of our products according to the 
regulation subject to this letter, we would like to inform you that the normative indicates migration 

es from/in the toy or 
material consisting the toy, according to exposure ways indicated, whenever the toy is used 
according to expected and to predictably way in consideration of children’s normal behaviour 

rthermore, we would like to remind you that it is the toy’s manufacturer responsibility to test 
the final product as to make sure that it meets the normative requirements, since there may arise 
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use of raw material 

271/13, TH0780/00, 
424/00, AU0474/13, 

declaration is made on the bases of the information received by our suppliers in respect of the 


